A geometric interpretation is given of matrix elements of a short-range interaction between states that are written in terms of aligned neutron-proton pairs. [nucl-th]
I. INTRODUCTION
In this contribution matrix elements of the nucleon-nucleon interaction between shellmodel states are studied from a geometric point of view. An approach of this kind goes back to the seminal study of Schiffer [1] . The interaction between two nucleons can be expressed in terms of the angle between the angular momenta of the nucleons. Furthermore, the strength of the nucleon-nucleon interaction has a universal dependence on this angleuniversality that can be shown to result from the short-range character of the effective interaction [2] . This geometric interpretation of the nucleon-nucleon interaction is by now an accepted feature of nuclear structure; a discussion of it can be found in textbooks on nuclear physics, see e.g. Sect. 4.2 of Ref. [3] .
The geometry of the shell model can be extended from two-to four-nucleon configurations [4] . In this contribution the geometric interpretation of the neutron-proton (np) interaction is examined for a four-nucleon configuration when written in terms of aligned np pairs.
II. MATRIX ELEMENTS OF THE NEUTRON-PROTON INTERACTION IN A 2N-2P BASIS
States for two neutrons with angular momentum J ν and two protons with angular momentum J π , coupled to total angular momentum J, can be written as |J ν J π ; J ≡ |j ν j ν (J ν ), j π j π (J π ); J , which, for all even values of J ν and J π allowed by angular-momentum coupling, form a complete and orthogonal basis. Matrix elements of the np interaction in the 2n-2p basis are
with [x] ≡ √ 2x + 1, and where V R νπ ≡ j ν j π ; R|V νπ |j ν j π ; R are the np two-body matrix elements and the symbol in square brackets is a 12j coefficient of the second kind, which is known as a sum of products of four 6j coefficients [5] .
The expression (1) is used in Ref. [6] to demonstrate the crucial role played by the np matrix element V R νπ with aligned neutron and proton angular momenta, that is, for R = j ν + j π . This generic feature of the np interaction results from angular momentum coupling [i.e., from the 12j coefficient in Eq. (1)] as well as from the matrix element in the aligned configuration, which is moderately to strongly attractive for any reasonable np interaction. The importance of the aligned np matrix element raises the question whether a shell-model approximation can be formulated in terms of aligned np pairs, as recently proposed in Ref. [7] . (See Sect. 4.3 of Ref. [8] for a review of this debate.) This question is also addressed in Ref. [6] for a 2n-2p system, and more generally for kn-kp systems in N = Z nuclei in Ref. [9] , with the conclusion that the wave functions of many, but certainly not all, yrast states have a dominant component in terms of aligned np pairs. Here I examine whether a description in terms of aligned np pairs gives rise to a geometry of the shell model.
III. MATRIX ELEMENTS OF THE NEUTRON-PROTON INTERACTION IN A NP-NP BASIS
An alternative basis exists in terms of np pairs of the form 
where the symbol in square brackets is a unitary 9j coefficient [10] . Note that the basis states on the right-hand side are orthogonal and normalized while those on the left-hand side are not. In the application of interest one constructs states in terms of a single np pair such that J 1 = J 2 ≡J, in which case the overlap matrix element is
which is zero for odd values of J. This shows that the np pair behaves as a boson since two identical np pairs can only coupled to even J. Henceforth it is assumed that J is even. The matrix elements of the np interaction in the np-np basis are
For aligned np pairs, J max = j ν + j π , the unitary 9j coefficient in the overlap (3) 
Not surprisingly, one finds that, in a basis constructed out of aligned np pairs, the main contribution to the 2n-2p configuration stems from the matrix element V Jmax νπ
. There are however corrections to this dominant contribution, which depend on the total angular momentum J and on the strengths of the np interaction with R = J max .
IV. EXPRESSIONS IN THE HIGH-J AND THE LOW-J LIMITS
For a schematic short-range interaction the expressions in the np-np basis simplify.
Specifically, for a surface delta interaction (SDI) classical approximations to the sum in Eq. (5) can be worked out for aligned np pairs, J max = j ν + j π . With the method of Ref. [12] , based on the classical limit of 3nj coefficients [11] , the matrix element (5) can be reduced to where a 0 (a 1 ) is the isoscalar (isovector) strength of the np interaction and θ is the angle between the angular momenta J max of the two np pairs that couple to total angular momentum
The classical approximation (6) is reasonable except for low angular momentum J, in particular for J = 0 or θ = π when it diverges. Unlike in Ref. [12] one is interested in the case J = 0 since it corresponds to the energy of the ground state. The following approximate expression can be derived for the 12j coefficient under the assumption that J is low and that the np pair is aligned, J max = j ν + j π :
This approximation is accurate for J = 0 but deteriorates rapidly for increasing values of J, unless the single-particle angular momenta are very large (see Fig. 1 ). The low-J and high-J approximations to the matrix element (5) are illustrated in Fig. 2 .
V. THE EXAMPLE OF 128 CD
Let me now illustrate the different approximations with the example of the nucleus 128 Cd, with two neutron (proton) holes in ν0h 11/2 (π0g 9/2 ) with respect to the core 132 Sn. The
The exact expression for the 2n-2p matrix element (5) of the np interaction (dots) compared with the high-J (red) and low-J (blue) approximations of Eqs. (6) and (8) νπ . This is the approximation advocated in Ref. [6] ; it is indeed remarkable that with a single component of V contribution. Approximation (ii), on the other hand, can be shown to give rise to a partially solvable problem for the four-nucleon system [15] .
